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Abstract
Variability is everywhere, and software is no exception: It is difficult to imagine any kind of non-trivial software system that is not variable or configurable. Beside immediate benefits, such as mass customization, variability introduces an additional dimension of complexity that poses new challenges for software engineering.

I will provide an overview of recent work on efficiently analyzing and understanding variable software systems. In particular, I will categorize and compare different strategies to incorporate variability during analysis and to conquer the combinatorial explosion of the configuration space. Furthermore, I will report on success stories of applying different kinds of analyses to variable software as well as on potential pitfalls. At the heart of the problem, I will relate issues of developing and analyzing variable software systems to the infamous feature-interaction problem and its importance for further developments in this area.
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Abstract
Ten years ago the architecture community started a fundamental paradigm shift by realizing that architecting goes far beyond “boxology”; it essentially concerns making design decisions. This sparked numerous research projects and brought hope in revolutionizing the practice of architecting. How far have we come, ten years down the road? Have we harnessed the potential of design decisions, reasoning and architecture knowledge management? What is the current state of research and practice in architecture knowledge? I will try to answer these questions by revisiting the research in the field and focusing on lessons learned and promising future directions.
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